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ABSTRACT:
The Theaetetus’ ‘secret doctrine’ and the Sophist’s ‘battle between gods and giants’ have long fascinated Plato scholars. I show that the passages systematically parallel one another. Each presents two substantive positions that are advanced on behalf of two separate parties, related to one another by their comparative sophistication or refinement. Further, those parties and their respective positions are characterized in substantially similar terms. On the basis of these sustained parallels, I argue that the two passages should be read together, with each informing and constraining an interpretation of the other.
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Plato, as is well known, presents the Sophist as a literary companion to the Theaetetus. Most conspicuously, the Sophist’s first line—Theodorus: ‘We’ve come at the proper time by yesterday’s agreement, Socrates’ (216a1)—directly answers the last lines of the Theaetetus—Socrates: ‘let us meet here again in the morning, Theodorus’ (210d3-4). In this way and others, Plato rhetorically flags the Sophist as a continuation of the recorded conversation begun at Theaetetus 143d1.

The Sophist does not merely pick up where the Theaetetus leaves off, however. The two dialogues are more intimately connected. In what is perhaps the most famous example, the Sophist fills out the Theaetetus’ discussion of false judgment. Rather than simply branching out in new directions, the Sophist, at least on occasion, is informed by, returns to, and supplements substantive discussions in the Theaetetus.

In what follows, I aim to highlight another such point of contact between the two dialogues. Specifically, I will present three comprehensively developed parallels between, on the one hand, the Theaetetus’ discussion of the flux theorists and their ‘secret doctrine’ and, on the other hand, the Sophist’s discussion of the giants in their fight against the ‘friends of forms.’ I will show that [1] both passages exhibit the same basic structure, in which two substantive positions are presented on behalf of two separate parties, related to one another by their comparative sophistication or refinement, and that [2] those parties and [3] their respective positions are characterized in remarkably similar terms (see Figure 1).
Elements of these parallels have been observed previously, but they are almost always mentioned only in passing, typically consigned to footnotes. By focusing on them directly and considering them as a group, I aim to support a pair of related methodological theses. In particular, I submit, Plato’s efforts to wed these sections of the Theaetetus and Sophist suggest that an interpretation of the relevant part of either dialogue both can inform and should complement an interpretation of the other. If correct, we will have a trove of fresh resources, from Plato himself no less, to guide our interpretations of two of the most notoriously challenging passages in the corpus.

Let me begin with the relevant section of the Sophist (246a-249d). The Eleatic Visitor there presents ‘something like a battle between gods and giants […] over being’ (246a4-5). The battleground is ontology. Each party aims to advance a ‘detailed account […] of that which is’ (245e6).

From this introduction, one might expect those on either side of the field to uniformly hold a single view. But this is not the case. At any rate, the giants, on whom I will focus, are hardly a monolithic group. They split into two factions. At the outset of the battle, we meet the first—the ‘crude giants,’ as I will call them. They ‘insist that only what offers tangible contact is, since they define being as the same as body’ (246a10-b1). Their initial foray, then, consists in offering a view about both the intension and the extension of being. What it is to be, on the crude giants’ account, is to be a body. Accordingly, all and only bodies—those things affording tangible contact—are.

That identification of being and body leaves the crude giants immediately vulnerable to attack and prefigures the introduction of a second faction to take up their standard. The trouble for the crude giants begins with the extensional component of their thesis. Some of the things that respectable Greeks would count among beings do not seem to be bodies. Of special note are souls and the virtues.

Since the crude giants are said to be difficult— ‘perhaps just about impossible’ (246d1)— to talk to, we cannot be certain whether they would admit souls and virtues as genuine exceptions and so challenges to their thesis, bite the bullet and preclude them from their ontology, or like the Stoics after them, take both souls and virtues to be bodies and

---

**Figure 1: sustained parallels in the Theaetetus-Sophist**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theaetetus</th>
<th>Sophist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crude Fluxists</td>
<td>Crude Giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘nothing exists but what they can grasp with both hands’</td>
<td>‘anything they can’t squeeze in their hands is absolutely nothing’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refined Fluxists</td>
<td>Refined Giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘everything is really motion, and there is nothing but motion’</td>
<td>‘those which are amount to nothing other than capacity’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
so unproblematic. The Visitor suggests that the crude giants, hardened in their ways, would deflect the question, stubbornly reasserting their thesis and failing to engage (247c4-5). When challenged, they just ‘won’t listen […] any more’ (246b3).

In the crude giants’ stead, the Visitor thus questions some imagined ‘better people’ (246d7 and e2), whom I will call ‘refined giants.’ The refined giants are partial to the view of their crude compatriots but ultimately concede defeat on that front. ‘The soul seems to them to have a kind of body,’ making it, if not a body, at least bodily and so providing a small measure of solace; ‘but as far as [the virtues] are concerned, they’re ashamed and don’t dare either to agree that they are not beings or to insist that they are all bodies’ (247b8-c2). Since the refined giants will neither dismiss souls and the virtues as nonbeings nor accept them as bodies, options [ii] and [iii] are off the table. This leaves only option [i] remaining. With the soul and the virtues in mind, the refined giants retreat from the crude position that everything is a body and, with it, from the position that being and body are the same.

To retrench, the Visitor claims, they have to reflect upon the various kinds of beings that they recognize—namely, bodies and now souls and the virtues as well—and don’t dare either to agree that they are not beings or to insist that they are all bodies’ (247b8-c2). Since the refined giants will neither dismiss souls and the virtues as nonbeings nor accept them as bodies, options [ii] and [iii] are off the table. This leaves only option [i] remaining. With the soul and the virtues in mind, the refined giants retreat from the crude position that everything is a body and, with it, from the position that being and body are the same.

With that survey of the giants’ tours of duty complete, I turn now to the Theaetetus’ fluxists and begin to draw parallels between the two. The fluxists make their entrance in connection with Theaetetus’ proposal that ‘knowledge is simply perception’ (151e2-3). Socrates will disabuse him of that view, but the path forward is long and largely indirect. For the most part, Socrates’ objections are leveled at one of two theses that Theaetetus’ proposed definition of knowledge is purported to imply: the familiar, Protagorean dictum that ‘man is the measure of all things’ (152a2-3) and a much less familiar, ‘secret doctrine’ (152c10) held by some ‘fluent
fellows’ (181a4), who are commonly referred to in the secondary literature as ‘flux theorists,’ or ‘fluxists.’

Initially, it seems as if the fluxists are most concerned to advance a theory of perception and some related theses in the philosophy of language. But as it turns out, these are derivative parts of their doctrine. At its core, Socrates claims, the secret doctrine presents an ontology. As he puts it, their various claims about perception and language ‘begin from the principle [archê] that everything is really motion and there is nothing besides motion’ (156a3-5).

I discuss that principle below. What is important to observe at the outset is that just as the Sophist presented two factions of giants, so, too, the Theaetetus presents two factions of fluxists. Before introducing the heart of the secret doctrine, Socrates issues a warning. We must take care, he says, that ‘none of the uninitiated are listening’ (155e3). What can one say about this latter group? To begin, they are obviously not party to the content of the secret doctrine, for otherwise there would be no reason to avoid expressing it in their presence. Nonetheless, they cannot simply be identified with those who have not yet come to know the secret doctrine, for otherwise Theaetetus would count among their ranks, and Socrates would not go on to present it to him.

Further, the uninitiated are distinguished from their initiated compatriots by their comparative lack of refinement. They are said to be ‘very crude people [amousoi]’ (Theait. 156a2) relative to the ‘much more refined [polu komp- soterai]’ initiates (156a2). That is, the uninitiated are the crude counterparts to a faction of more refined fluxists, standing to them just as the crude giants stood in relation to their more civilized and sophisticated compatriots (Soph. 246c9, d7, and e2).

The crude giants are further characterized in two ways that even more powerfully liken them to the Sophist’s crude giants. First, Plato describes them in corporeal terms, associating them with the earth especially. They are ‘hard to the touch [sklêros]’ and ‘resistant [antitupos]’ (Theait. 155e7-156a1), making them firm examples of bodies, as the crude giants describe them, which ‘offer tangible contact’ (Soph. 246a10). The nature of their development is even more telling. We learn that ‘there are no pupils and teachers among these people. They just spring up on their own [automatoi anaphusontai]’ (Theait. 180b9-c1). That final expression models their genesis on that of plants, growing of themselves from the earth. This finds an analogue in the Visitor’s description of the crude giants as ‘earth people [gêgeneis]’ (Soph. 248c1), ‘grown from seed [spartoi]’ and ‘sprung from the land itself [autochthones]’ (247c5).

And second, much as the crude giants are ‘just about impossible’ to converse with (Soph. 246d1), one cannot have a philosophical discussion with a crude fluxist ‘any more than [one] could with a maniac’ (Theait. 179e5-6). The trouble, as in the case of the crude giants, who could not be compelled to ‘answer less wildly’ (Soph. 246d6), is that the crude fluxists are restless. As Theodorus’ puts it: ‘As for abiding by what is said, or sticking to a question, or quietly answering and asking questions in turn, there is less than nothing’ of that in their capacity’ (Theait. 179e7-180a2).
The crude fluxists resemble the crude giants not only in description but also in doctrine. Their insistence that ‘nothing exists but what they can grasp with both hands’ (Theait. 155e4-5) very nicely tracks the crude giants’ insistence ‘that only what offers tangible contact is’ (Soph. 246a10-b1). Indeed, their view is even more forcefully recalled by a later summation of the crude giants’ position: namely, that ‘anything they can’t squeeze in their hands is absolutely nothing’ (Soph. 247c5-7). These giants thus approach the battlefield ‘clutching rocks and trees with their hands’ (246a8-9)—that is, clinging to the tangible bodies on the ground, in contrast to the invisible beings that the friends of forms, their foes, champion from more ethereal climes.

These parallels cannot but be deliberate on Plato’s part. The crude fluxists and the crude giants are presented as being one and the same, as are their positions. Since we have seen that each of these crude factions is compared to a more refined one, we should expect to find further parallels in Plato’s presentations of their more refined compatriots and their more refined positions. The texts push, albeit less forcefully, precisely in that direction.

Apart from their relative refinement, which should be regarded as an initial parallel, neither the nobler fluxists nor giants are particularly well described. There is accordingly little to compare across Plato’s characterizations of each. That absence of characterization, however, should itself be regarded as a further parallel in Plato’s presentation, for its explanation is in each case the same: namely, both camps are ultimately presented as being fictional. Because the Theaetetus’ crude fluxists are not capable of conversation, Socrates, Theaetetus, and Theodorus agree to ‘come to the rescue’ (164e6) and ‘take their doctrine out of their hands and consider it for ourselves’ (180c5-6). Whether someone actually holds the doctrine in question is incidental to the discussion. As a result, the refined fluxists are not so much advocates of a position as they are placeholders for anyone who might (be tempted to) advance it. Similarly, in the Sophist, Theaetetus and the Visitor agree to deal with the crude giants’ intransigency ‘by making them actually better than they are […] in words’ (246d4-5). As a consequence, the focus must again be more on the position than on those who hold it. As the Visitor says, ‘we’re not concerned with the people; we’re looking for what’s true’ (246d8-9).

What, then, can we say about the ways in which their respective doctrines are presented? At first glance, frankly, they would appear to be at odds. That of the refined giants is framed in terms of capacity (dunamis). Their central tenet, to recall, is that ‘those which are amount to nothing other than capacity’ (Soph. 247e3-4). That of the refined fluxists, by contrast, is framed in terms of motion (kinêsis). Their central tenet is that ‘everything is really motion and there is nothing besides motion’ (Theait. 156a3-5).

There are, nevertheless, two principle classes of parallels that serve to largely bridge that difference in framing and more broadly align the two doctrines. The first class bears directly on their central claims. To begin, we may note, both are ontological. Both, further, appeal to a single criterion (capacity; motion). And in each case, that criterion is similarly dichotomous. For the refined giants, there are two basic kinds of capacities, those for action and those for passion (Soph. 247e1, 248c5 and 7). Likewise, for the refined fluxists, ‘there are two kinds of motion, […] the one
having the capacity to act and the other the capacity to be acted upon’ (Theait. 156a5-7, trans. after McDowell).

Their central claims are thus related not only in structure but also in content, as both use capacities for action and passion to ground their respective doctrines. Their parallel is strengthened by a common conception of actions and passions and, thus, of the capacities for them. First, both assume that actions and passions just are motions. In light of their treatment of the two kinds of motion, I take it that this is obvious for the refined fluxists. But one also finds the assumption operative in the Sophist, where those in the grips of the refined giants’ doctrine find it inevitable that, for example, if being known is a passion, ‘then insofar as [a thing] is known, it’s moved [kieisthai]’ (248e3-4). Accordingly, both parties assume that capacities, generally, are capacities for motion. Second, both assume that actions and passions are systematically interrelated. In particular, for every action there is a distinct, complementary and reciprocal passion, and vice versa. The refined fluxists thus speak of their ‘twin births’ (Theait. 156b1), and the refined giants assume, for example, that ‘if knowing is doing something, then necessarily [anagkaion] what is known has something done to it’ (Soph. 248d10-e1). Accordingly, both assume that the capacities for those actions and passions are analogously paired.

A second, indirect class of parallels obtains between the corollaries drawn, in each dialogue, from those central ontological claims. Before addressing them, however, a preliminary point is in order. In the Sophist, those corollaries are revealed in the Visitor’s treatment of the giants’ opponents, the friends of forms, who initially accept a qualified version of the refined giants’ capacity doctrine. At this point in the exchange, the friends of forms alter the capacity doctrine only by qualifying its scope. The doctrine applies in full, they allege, to everything that the refined giants recognize in the ontology (that is, as the friends of forms would put it, to the entire domain of coming-to-be); yet there is also, on their view, a more exalted domain of imperceptible, non-bodily forms to which the capacity doctrine does not apply (248c1-9). The friends of forms are thus a valuable source for the refined giants’ capacity doctrine.

Two points in that discussion are especially striking. First, insofar as they hold the capacity doctrine, the friends of forms are said to ‘break [bodies] up into little bits and call each a process of coming-to-be instead of being’ (Soph. 246b9-c2). This cannot but recall the refined fluxists’ claim that each body is an ‘aggregate [hathroismati] of ‘becomings’ that resist description in terms of ‘the verb “to be”’ (Theait. 157b1-c3; cf. 152d7-e1). Second, and even more notably, the friends of forms take perception to be the analogue of knowledge in the domain of coming-to-be (Soph. 248a10-11). Since, again, this is only domain that the refined giants admit, the implication is that knowledge is no mere analogue of perception for the refined giants; it just is perception. That is to say, the refined giants are presented as being committed to the single most dialectically significant corollary of the refined fluxists’ position—namely, the claim that ‘knowledge is simply perception’ (Theait. 151e2-3). All told, I submit, we thus have considerable evidence for strongly associating the refined fluxists with the refined giants and for strongly associating their respective positions.

If, as these parallels suggest, the Theaetetus’ fluxists and the Sophist’s giants are, at the very
least, philosophical kin, then our interpretative approach to these dialogues should be dramatically altered. On the one hand, we are licensed to draw upon, and would do well consult, the relevant section of one dialogue to inform and advance an interpretation of that of the other. On the other hand, we are at the same time constrained, in that an interpretation of the one should not, on the whole, fail to broadly compliment an interpretation of the other. In each respect, standard interpretations of the Theaetetus-Sophist will require revision and supplementation. My hope is that we are now better poised to determine the form that those emendations should take.35
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